Government announces five measures to curb CAD
15th September, 2018

Amid depreciating rupee and rising fuel prices, the Government took 5
measures to control current account deficit (CAD). Five steps were unveiled
which mostly deal with easing restrictions on external commercial
borrowings and boosting foreign portfolio investor participation in the
corporate bond market.
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In addition to the five steps, the Government indicated that it may curb nonessential imports in the weeks ahead and take steps to boost exports. The
items most likely to face curbs are gold, mobiles and other electronic items.
Some more measures are likely to be announced in the ‘state of the economy’
review meeting which is expected to be held today and will be chaired by
the Prime Minister.
The five points that made up to curb the current account deficit are:
1. Allowing manufacturing sector entities to avail external commercial
borrowings of up to $50 million with a minimum maturity of one year. Until
now, it used to be three years.
Impact: Will reduce hedging cost; the three-year maturity period increased
borrowing cost, leading to loss on interest. Companies can raise shorter
period money and roll it over. The cheaper funds can also be used to retire
high-cost ECBs.
2. Removal of exposure limit of 20% of FPI’s corporate bond portfolio to a
single corporate group, company and related entities and 50% of any issue of
corporate bonds will be reviewed. This is in regard to FPI investment in debt.
Impact: Yield-chasing FPIs will show renewed interest in investing through
NCDs, especially in real estate companies. This will also encourage new
lower-rated issuers to come into the market to raise dollars through NCDs.
3. For all infrastructure loans, with regard to external commercial borrowings,
mandatory hedging conditions will be reviewed.
Impact: Due to hedging costs of 4-4.5%, the cost of borrowing for even wellrated companies crossed 9% (LIBOR at 3% + spread of 2-2.50% + 4- 4.50%
hedge cost). Now, companies will be able to raise dollar loans more
comfortably.
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4. In FY2018-19, with regard to masala bonds (rupee-denominated overseas
bonds), there will be exemption from withholding tax for issuance done in
this year up to March 31, 2019.
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Impact: Removing withholding tax of 5% on interest rates means investors in
overseas markets can invest without worrying about tax cut. The issuer can
also offer better returns or issue at a lower cost.
5. There will be a removal of restriction on Indian banks market making in
masala bonds including underwriting of masala bonds.
Impact: Indian companies can now go to local branches of Indian banks to
manage masala bond issuances. Earlier, they had to use infrastructure of
foreign stock exchanges and contact foreign underwriters. Not many
companies had that reach or comfort.

Overall Impact
These steps would bring in
dollars, but not immediately and
help a lot of companies with
financing needs.

The measures are aimed at increasing capital flows to finance the widening
CAD as CAD rose to 2.4% of the country's gross domestic product (GDP) in
the first quarter (April-June) of FY2018-19 from 1.9% in the fourth quarter
(January-March) of FY2017-18. India’s trade deficit, which is the biggest part
of the CAD, reduced to $17.4 billion, lower than the $18.2 billion in July. So,
in July and August the trade deficit has risen to $35.6 billion after it stood at
almost $45 billion in the first quarter of the current financial year.
Exhibit 1: Trade Balance Trend (USD billion)
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According to our view, the steps would bring in dollars and help rupee to
appreciate, but not immediately and help a lot of companies with financing
needs. In the current environment the companies are struggling to raise
funds. Allowing them to raise funds directly from abroad at cheaper rates
helps these companies. Moreover, by allowing manufacturing companies to
tap ECB loans of a year's maturity, the Government allowed them to save
hedging costs and retire high-cost ECBs raised earlier with cheaper ECB
loans. Overall these measures will increase dollar inflows by up to $10
billion.
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